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Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym/Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Computer controlled vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Div</td>
<td>Diversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSL</td>
<td>UCI Experimental Social Science Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT</td>
<td>Human Intelligence Task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOT</td>
<td>High-Occupancy Toll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Hypertext Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFF</td>
<td>If-and-only-if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Amazon Mechanical Turk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qual</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recs</td>
<td>Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc. 0 / Scen0 / s0</td>
<td>Incident severity level 0 (no traffic incident)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>State Route</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCG</td>
<td>Vickrey-Clarke-Groves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS</td>
<td>Variable message signs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT</td>
<td>Value of time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Introduction

This report documents the second year of a project using economics experimental techniques to investigate novel approaches for mitigating congestion caused by non-recurring traffic incidents. The first year demonstrated the feasibility of this approach and carried out a number of experiments using University of California, Irvine (UCI) undergraduates as experimental subjects. The experimental platform is described in Section 3 of this report. Most of the experiments conducted during the first year examined different variable message sign (VMS) wording, and later experiments examined standard road pricing schemes. It was discovered that providing any incident-related information via VMS improves system
performance relative to the no-information baseline, but also found that more complicated
dynamic messaging with feedback did not always improve system performance relative to
standard VMS messaging. The first year results were documented in the final report for the first
year project. (Brownstone et al. 2016)

The second year of this project had three goals: 1) show the results from UCI
undergraduates are representative of behavior in the larger driving population, 2) investigate
theoretically superior auction-based road pricing schemes, and 3) make the driving simulator
more realistic. Due to unforeseen problems with achieving the first goal, the third goal of
making the simulator more realistic was abandoned. Follow-up interviews with experimental
subjects did not indicate that they had troubles relating the existing simulator to real-world
driving conditions.

Given the difficulty of getting a representative sample of drivers to come to the UCI
experimental laboratory, it was decided to implement the real-time experiments using the
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) platform. This approach made it affordable to run
experiments using a much larger and representative pool of experimental subjects.
Unfortunately, the limitations of the MTurk platform, coupled with the challenges of remotely
administered sessions, made converting and running experiments much more difficult than
anticipated. Nevertheless, enough experiments were completed to show that the first year results
were not substantially altered by using a more diverse and representative experimental subject
pool. The work with the MTurk platform is described in Section 4 of this report.

Dynamic road pricing is another possible tool for managing road congestion. However,
optimal pricing requires that system operators know the distribution of the Value of Time (VOT)
for road users. It is difficult to measure the VOT distribution using standard transportation
survey techniques, and there is evidence that VOT varies across trip purposes and time. The second goal of this project was to investigate the possibility of using preference elicitation methods to elicit the VOT for each road user. This procedure was implemented in the experimental platform and carried out a series of experiments using UCI experimental subjects. Although the method used gives incentives for subjects to truthfully reveal their VOT, the results show that due to the cognitive complexity of the process many subjects reported erroneous VOT values. Nevertheless, the efficiency loss due to these errors was small, demonstrating this is a promising new method of managing congestion. This work is described in Section 5 of this report.

2. VMS Literature Review

There is a substantial body of research on VMS and other real-time public traffic information systems. Previous studies have demonstrated the efficacy of information in encouraging diversions\(^1\), identified numerous factors that influence route-switching behavior\(^2\), and confirmed the difficulty of attaining stable equilibria in route selection\(^3\). None of these studies has specifically examined the predictability of the diversion response as a function of message intensity, or considered how to mitigate the risk of over-diversion. Furthermore, the diversion rates observed and/or route choice models estimated in these studies do not reveal methods of control that operators can apply to their messages to achieve desired diversion responses over a full range of desired outcomes. One commonly recovered parameter in studies employing econometric analysis is the effect of an alternate route’s travel timesavings on the

---


\(^3\) Iida et al. 1992, Selten et al. 2004
probability of an individual diverting. However, this type of analysis also does not offer operators a mechanism of control since time savings are endogenous to the aggregate diversion response on a dynamic real-world network and cannot be known a priori.

At least two studies identify ways to manipulate VMS content to produce specific aggregate changes in the diversion rate. Wardman et al. (1997) demonstrate the effects of different types of messages, while Peeta et al. (2000) establish a relationship between information quantity and diversion rates. However, neither study shows if and how the manipulation of such content features to predictably achieve desired changes in diversion rates.

Ben-Elia and Shiftan (2010) conducted a laboratory experiment to study the effect of real-time information on driver route-choice using an abstract route selection game. Using a learning-based model, they demonstrate that information, experience, and risk characteristics jointly affect individual driver behavior. Though informative, their study does not seek to analyze the collective effect of information on groups of drivers sharing the road. In addition, their experiment incorporates neither real incentives nor real driving.

3. Experiment Platform

Seeking to incorporate many aspects of real world driving relevant to understanding driver decision-making in a manner that is feasible to implement on ordinary lab computers. The experiment and driving simulator were designed to support the following features: 1) vehicles move in real-time and obey simplified Newtonian kinematics, requiring drivers to exert effort to maintain course and speed. 2) A large number of human drivers share the same virtual roadway to create a sense of immersive traffic. 3) Traffic and congestion are generated endogenously from a combination of the large number of vehicles and the effects of reductions in route
capacity. 4) Drivers are exposed to limited and dynamic forms of information based on that which their senses would perceive while driving on the freeway in real life, and 5) the road geometry is simplified yet retains a structure relevant to studying the questions of interest.

The experiment platform was a 2-Dimensional, real-time, top-down perspective-driving simulator implemented as a browser application using Node.js, JavaScript, and HTML5. Subjects saw a top-down view of the roadway where vehicles were represented as small colored squares - the driver's own vehicle was colored blue while all other vehicles were colored red. The driver's viewport constantly tracked his/her vehicle and presented a fixed window of visibility around it - the driver could see farther ahead than behind to simulate the forward-focused vision of real-world drivers. From top to bottom, the driver's screen contained the following elements: the secondary information area that displayed the current experiment round, the VMS display area, the driver's viewport, and the primary information area that displayed the driver's earnings and percent completion of their itinerary in real-time.
Using the keyboard Up Arrow or letter W, Left Arrow or letter A, and Right Arrow or letter D keys, drivers' controlled their vehicles to accelerate or change lanes left and/or right. All vehicles accelerated at the same rate and quickly reached the same maximum speed. If a driver stopped accelerating, their vehicle will decelerate at a constant rate until it reached the minimum speed. The minimum speed was designed to prevent a driver from completely blocking their lane and it slowed enough, such that a driver who always traveled at the minimum speed would never complete their itinerary before their entire endowment was expended. While cruising, vehicles were automatically guided to stay in the center of the nearest lane. A minimum following distance was enforced between cruising vehicles to allow space for lane changes to occur. If another vehicle, when attempting to change lanes, obstructed a driver’s vehicle, their vehicle would have slowed down slightly to allow them to move in behind the obstructing vehicle.
Drivers were informed that there were no rewards or penalties for colliding with other objects or vehicles. In addition to human controlled vehicles, the computer-controlled vehicles, which follow simple pre-defined control routines, were used to fill in the front of the driving platoon to create a sense of immersive traffic.

4. Amazon Mechanical Turk Sessions

MTurk is an online marketplace that allows requesters to crowdsource workers from a pool of over 500,000 registered individuals to work on a Human Intelligence Task (HIT). These tasks require human intelligence to complete. The MTurk website provides a framework for publishing a HIT online, recruiting workers, and paying them electronically. MTurk was used to recruit paid human subjects from across the United States (US) to participate in the VMS experiment online to replicate the student subject results with a more representative group of adult US drivers. Minor differences aside, the US MTurk worker population is comparable in demographics to the US adult working population, and over a third of MTurk requesters are academics. (Hitlin 2016) The main challenge faced in the replication was getting the simulator to run on the variety of system setups for each of the workers and ensuring they stayed connected once the experiment began.
Figure 2: The MTurk homepage

Figure 3: The HIT listing as viewed by workers
4.1 Experiment and Treatment Design

4.1.1 MTurk Experiment Scenario

The goal was to maintain maximum parity between the MTurk and laboratory experimental designs to ensure a comparable replication. To this end, the road network, driving dynamics, messaging schemes, and incentive structure were kept identical between settings. All vehicles started simultaneously from randomized platoon positions on three-lane highway and drove towards a shared destination. Drivers were incentivized to complete their journeys as quickly as possible and could choose between staying on the main highway or they could chose to switch to a two lane alternate surface street regulated by traffic signals. In the absence of traffic incidents, it was optimal for all drivers to use the main route. When flow on the main route is impeded, system performance was maximized when traffic was optimally split between
the two routes. If enabled, drivers were shown the VMS message on their VMS display for approximately 7.5 seconds immediately before they reached the exit to the alternate route.

![Figure 5: Road overview](image)

4.1.2 MTurk Recruitment and Session Structure

MTurk requesters published task listings on the marketplace for workers to undertake at will. Once a worker accepted a task, they were required to complete and submit the task within the requester-defined time limit. The requester then chose to approve or reject the task submission. Workers were paid a fixed amount as a base payment upon approval of the
submission, and requesters could then pay them an optional bonus for any reason. The requester paid fees for each base and bonus payment made out to workers.

To conduct experiments on MTurk, workers were first recruited into a pool of potential subjects through a qualification task, and then the workers from the pool were invited to participate in the experiment task. Both the qualification and experiment tasks were restricted to US workers only. The qualification task consisted of four stages: an instructions page, a connection latency test, a browser performance test, and a pre-screening questionnaire. The workers were first informed of the purpose of the qualification task and the details it entailed. Then, a latency test was conducted to determine ping times between the UCI server and the workers computer. Next, a performance test was conducted to measure the rendered frames per second for a test scene with a large platoon of moving vehicles. Finally, workers answered a brief questionnaire regarding their age, possession of a valid US driver’s license, ability to read English, and ability to work on MTurk over the weekends. Workers qualified for the experiment if their latency test averaged less than 300 millisecond, their performance test averaged more than 20 frames per second, and they answered yes to the questions of possessing a valid US driver’s license and ability to read English. They were granted custom qualifications on MTurk to enable them to view and accept an experiment task once it was published.

Qualified workers were notified of upcoming experiment tasks one day before they were published. Once the experiment task was live online, workers were asked to read a preliminary set of instructions regarding the “do’s” and “don’ts” of interacting with the experiment webpage. If they chose to continue, they would be redirected to the experiment site in a new browser window and placed in a waiting room until the session was launched. While they waited, the workers could communicate using a third party live chat system. This chat system proved to be
critical to the success of the experiments as it enabled questions to be answered regarding the experiment scenario and kept workers engaged in case of long waiting times or unexpected issues. In addition, sound and text alerts were used to notify subjects of experiment phase changes. Typical wait time was up to 15 minutes for 20 to 39 workers to connect before starting the experiment. Once started, subjects begin reading through an instructional presentation with visual aids and screenshots. A time limit of 45 seconds per instruction slide was enforced to ensure the instruction phase lasted no longer than 15 – 17 minutes. Subjects who disconnected during instructions were allowed to reconnect and resume from the page they were on and continue with the experiment.

When all subjects had finished reading the instructions, the participation phase of the experiment was launched. This phase was divided into two parts: Part I featured a risk elicitation task in which subjects chose between three lotteries with differing risk characteristics and Part II featured the driving task. Part II was comprised of a series of 23 driving rounds, during which subjects completed the same driving itinerary while being exposed to a different traffic incident scenario each round. The first three rounds were guided practice rounds that had no impact on a subject's final earnings. Each subject's final earnings were the sum of the base payment, the realization of the lottery selected in Part I, and the average of what was earned from three randomly chosen non-practice rounds in Part II. Subjects were monitored in real-time and used audible alerts to remind idling subjects to pay attention to the driving task. If a subject continuously idled while driving and provided no inputs, they may have been removed from the experiment. Subjects who disconnected for any reason during participation were not allowed to reconnect and were paid a bonus according to how many rounds of the experiment they completed.
After completing Parts I and II, subjects were asked to answer a post-experiment questionnaire to gather demographic information and optional feedback. Subjects then submitted the experiment task on MTurk and the task submission was approved. The bonus was then paid according to the earnings in Part I and Part II, and the subject was granted a custom qualification to prevent the subject from participating in future sessions of the experiment.

Workers were allowed to rate and discuss MTurk tasks and requesters on several community forums and websites. It was important to keep workers satisfied and compensated them reasonably for their time regardless of the result of their participation.

Figure 6: Experiment launch page, shown after a worker accepts the HIT
4.2 Results and Discussion

Based on the best performing treatments from the laboratory VMS experiment, six of the messaging schemes were retested. Although many other treatments in our laboratory experiments were tested, the most refined iterations of treatments with positive results were selectively chosen to replicate.

4.2.1 Sample Demographics

Discarding the results of subjects who did not successfully finish the experiment, the sampled amount was 205 MTurk workers across six experiment sessions. Compared to the lab subjects from the UCI student body, the MTurk subjects were considerably older (on average) and were skewed male as opposed to skewed female. On both a per session and aggregate basis,
more MTurk subjects played video games, possessed a US driver’s license, had driven in the past year, and reported having seen VMS while driving. The two groups were somewhat similar with respect to receiving real-time traffic information. Results from the risk elicitation lottery indicated that MTurk subjects were on average significantly more risk averse, with far fewer participants selecting the risk loving option compared to lab subjects. This might be attributed to the student subjects in the lab viewing their potential earnings in a more casual light than MTurk workers, and were more willing to pick the riskier lottery options. Student subjects were typically younger and likely under less financial pressure than MTurk workers, some of whom depended on their MTurk earnings as a major source of income. Geographically speaking, MTurk subjects lived and drove in a plethora of locations from across the continental US. In this regard, they were considerably more representative of US adult driver population as a whole than the sample from UCI.

![Figure 8: Map of the stated locations of MTurk subjects](image-url)
Figure 9: Age distribution of MTurk subjects (19 to 63 years)

Figure 10: Hours driven distribution of MTurk subjects (0 to 32 hours, one outlier excluded)

Figure 11: Ethnic composition of MTurk subjects
Table 1: Demographic and risk characteristics of Lab and MTurk subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Setting</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Avg. Age</th>
<th>M:F</th>
<th>Play Games</th>
<th>USA License</th>
<th>Driven Past Year</th>
<th>Avg. Weekly Driving Hours (&gt;0)</th>
<th>Seen VMS</th>
<th>Use Traffic Info</th>
<th>Risk Averse</th>
<th>Risk Neutral</th>
<th>Risk Loving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11/3/2015</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/17/2016</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Qualitative, Recommend.</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>22:16</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/8/2015</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Dynamic Description</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>14:24</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/3/2016</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Qualitative, Outline</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>16:23</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4/2016</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Qualitative, Toll</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>13:26</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/22/2015</td>
<td>Lab</td>
<td>Qualitative, Numeric ID</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>14:23</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/6/2017</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>27:9</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/7/2017</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Qualitative, Recommend.</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>20:17</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/13/2017</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Dynamic Description</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>19:16</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/30/2017</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Qualitative, Outline</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>25:10</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/30/2017</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Qualitative, Toll</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>21:15</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/30/2017</td>
<td>MTurk</td>
<td>Qualitative, Numeric ID</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>18:8</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 Treatment Type: Standard Qualitative Messaging

In the Standard Qualitative Messaging treatments, a static standard description of incident severity was displayed for each of the four types of traffic incidents that may occur on the typical roadway. Two variations were tested: one with route usage recommendations based on the incident severity and one without. Overall, MTurk and lab subjects made remarkably similar route choices. As the experiment progressed and more severe delays were experienced, MTurk subjects were more likely to divert to the alternate route than their lab counterparts were during incidents of “medium” or greater severity. This is supported by the statistical significance of the interactive terms between the VMS intensity and MTurk treatment dummies in the route choice regression model. It is conceivable that MTurk subjects, with their greater degree of driving experience, hold more pessimistic regarding the delay imposed by incidents than their lab subject
counterparts do.

Figure 12: Diversion response of standard qualitative VMS treatments

Figure 13: Diversion response of qualitative VMS with diversion recommendation treatments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>tStat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.981</td>
<td>-8.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk = 1</td>
<td>Risk Neutral</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk = 2</td>
<td>Risk Loving</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane = 1</td>
<td>Middle Lane</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane = 2</td>
<td>Right Lane</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>3.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mturk</td>
<td>MTurk Treatment</td>
<td>-0.403</td>
<td>-1.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 1</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 1, &quot;Minor&quot;</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>4.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 2</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 2, &quot;Medium&quot;</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>5.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 3</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 3, &quot;Major&quot;</td>
<td>1.846</td>
<td>8.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 4</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 4, &quot;Severe&quot;</td>
<td>1.924</td>
<td>9.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 1 * mturk</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 1 * MTurk</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>1.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 2 * mturk</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 2 * Mturk</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>2.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 3 * mturk</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 3 * Mturk</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>2.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 4 * mturk</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 4 * Mturk</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>2.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV_1</td>
<td>Diversion Recommend. 1, &quot;Alt. rte. available&quot;</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>1.837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV_2</td>
<td>Diversion Recommend. 2, &quot;Use alt. rte.&quot;</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV_1 * mturk</td>
<td>Diversion Recommend. 1 * MTurk</td>
<td>-0.703</td>
<td>-1.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV_2 * mturk</td>
<td>Diversion Recommend. 2 * Mturk</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seenvms = 'Yes'</td>
<td>Seen VMS on Hwy</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>1.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drivehours</td>
<td>Hours driven per week</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender = 'Female'</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playgames = 'Yes'</td>
<td>Plays Video Games</td>
<td>-0.219</td>
<td>-2.393</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Logit regression model of **decision to divert** for qualitative VMS treatments

4.2.3 Treatment Type: Dynamic Qualitative Messaging

In the Dynamic Qualitative Messaging treatments, information was displayed and dynamically updated in relation to the anticipated route utilization. In the lab, a version was tested that displayed and dynamically updated the optimal diversion rate. On MTurk, a refined version was tested that displayed a dynamically updated standard description of expected travel delay. In this comparison, MTurk subjects performed better than lab subjects and particularly rounds with severe incidents. The dynamic description of travel delay scheme was considered superior in performance and more practical in implementation than the dynamic diversion rate scheme.
However, this treatment also illustrates a potential issue with the distinguishability of adjectives when using verbal descriptions to inform subjects. In the combined statistical analysis of MTurk sessions using standard descriptions of incident severity (Table 3), it was discovered that while there are significant increases in likelihood to divert when the incident is described as “Medium” as opposed to “Minor” or “Major” as opposed to “Medium”, there is little difference in effect between incidents described as “Major” instead of “Severe”. Using the strongest verbiage of “All cars should exit” yields a more noticeable gain in diversion response. It is possible that the terms “Major” and “Severe” are simply too synonymous for subjects to distinguish without further context. Another possibility is that subjects may have associated an adjective with the number of lanes blocked during an incident, and were thus confused when they observe that “Major” and “Severe” incidents in which both had 3 lanes blocked. However, the observations more strongly support the former theory, as the effect was still statistically significant in the dynamic description treatment where multiple adjectives may have been shown during the same type of incident.

![Diversion Response](image)

*Figure 14: Diversion response of dynamic VMS treatments*
Table 3: Logit regression model of decision to divert for treatments with qualitative descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>tStat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.470</td>
<td>-10.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk = 1</td>
<td>Risk Neutral</td>
<td>-0.163</td>
<td>-1.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk = 2</td>
<td>Risk Loving</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>1.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane = 1</td>
<td>Middle Lane</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane = 2</td>
<td>Right Lane</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>1.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 1</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 1, &quot;Minor&quot;</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>5.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 2</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 2, &quot;Medium&quot;</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>8.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 3</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 3, &quot;Major&quot;</td>
<td>2.132</td>
<td>12.815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 4</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 4, &quot;Severe&quot;</td>
<td>2.184</td>
<td>13.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS = 5</td>
<td>VMS Intensity 5, &quot;All cars should exit&quot;</td>
<td>2.308</td>
<td>3.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV = 1</td>
<td>Diversion Recommend. 1, &quot;Alt. rte. available&quot;</td>
<td>-0.257</td>
<td>-1.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIV = 2</td>
<td>Diversion Recommend. 2, &quot;Use alt. rte.&quot;</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seenvms = ‘Yes’</td>
<td>Seen VMS on Hwy</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>1.847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drivehours</td>
<td>Hours Driven per Week</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>3.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender = ‘Female’</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>2.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playgames = ‘Yes’</td>
<td>Plays Video Games</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>1.654</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4 Treatment Type: Individually Targeted Messaging

In the Individually Targeted Messaging treatments, VMS was utilized to display messages that targeted individual driver characteristics to influence the route choice of subsets of drivers. Two variations were tested: one in which driver vehicles were assigned publicly visible numeric identifiers and one in which driver vehicles were selectively outlined with a bright green color. VMS messages then instructed a range of driver IDs or the green outlined vehicles to divert to the alternate route based on the optimal diversion rate for a given round. The numeric ID scheme was analogous to messaging addressed to drivers based on license plate number, while the color outline scheme was designed to be a test of driver compliance under idealized conditions. In both cases, the targeted diversion instructions were displayed simultaneously with a standard description of incident severity. For the numeric ID treatments, MTurk subjects outperformed their lab counterparts after a few initial rounds of learning. For the color outline
treatments, lab and MTurk subjects performed very similarly across all rounds. In either case, some consistent trends emerge with respect to driver compliance (Table 4, Figure 17, Figure 18). MTurk subjects were significantly more likely to comply with instructions to divert than their lab counterparts were. This could be attributed to the older MTurk drivers taking the instructions more seriously or having more trust in the system operator than the younger student subjects. It is also noted that the less risk averse the subject was, the less likely they would be to comply with instructions. The subjects who reportedly played video games regularly were also less likely to comply with instructions. This could be attributed to a greater willingness to engage in exploratory behavior among these subjects.

Figure 15: Diversion response of targeted messaging using outline treatments
Figure 16: Diversion response of targeted messaging using numeric ID treatments

![Diversion Response Graph](image)

Table 4: Logit regression model of decision to comply with VMS for ID and outline treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Numeric ID Lab &amp; MTurk</th>
<th>Outline Lab &amp; MTurk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.259 3.612</td>
<td>2.034 4.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mturk</td>
<td>MTurk Treatment</td>
<td>0.567 3.459</td>
<td>0.753 3.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk = 1</td>
<td>Risk Neutral</td>
<td>-0.222 -1.224</td>
<td>-0.398 -2.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>risk = 2</td>
<td>Risk Loving</td>
<td>-0.481 -2.376</td>
<td>-0.445 -2.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane = 1</td>
<td>Middle Lane</td>
<td>0.206 1.169</td>
<td>-0.059 -0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lane = 2</td>
<td>Right Lane</td>
<td>0.149 0.855</td>
<td>-0.214 -1.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenario = 2</td>
<td>2 Lanes Blocked</td>
<td>-0.125 -0.611</td>
<td>-0.104 -0.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenario = 3</td>
<td>3 Lanes Blocked, Short</td>
<td>-0.099 -0.482</td>
<td>-0.344 -1.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scenario = 4</td>
<td>3 Lanes Blocked, Long</td>
<td>-0.168 -0.826</td>
<td>-0.515 -2.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender = 'Female'</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.135 -0.851</td>
<td>0.807 4.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>playgames = 'Yes'</td>
<td>Plays Video Games</td>
<td>-0.401 -2.286</td>
<td>-0.387 -1.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seenvms = 'Yes'</td>
<td>Seen VMS on Hwy</td>
<td>-0.062 -0.243</td>
<td>-0.048 -0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drivehours</td>
<td>Hours Driven per Week</td>
<td>0.010 0.710</td>
<td>-0.039 -3.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Logit regression model of decision to comply with VMS for ID and outline treatments.
4.2.5 Treatment Type: Dynamic Tolling with Qualitative Messaging

In the Dynamic Tolling with Qualitative Messaging treatments, a standard description of incident severity was displayed and the main route was dynamically priced (the alternate route is
free to use) by charging a toll or paying a subsidy to drivers depending on the current route utilization. These tolls and subsidies were designed to be used heuristically to nudge drivers towards optimal route utilization. In the lab, suboptimal results were observed, where driver decision-making did not respond significantly to the price on the main route. For the MTurk treatment, the thresholds were adjusted to which prices changed to try to react more quickly to the current state of route usage as drivers passed the decision point. Unfortunately, there were no significant performance gains from this modification and as suspected that the amplitude of the price level needed to be increased to drive a greater response.

![Figure 19: Diversion response of dynamic road pricing treatments](chart.png)

**4.3 Concluding Remarks**

The online replication of the laboratory experiment via the Amazon Mechanical Turk marketplace was a success that both reinforces the validity of the results in the lab as well as provides new insights with respect to driver route choice as a function of driver experience. In each tested treatment, there was a striking overall resemblance in route choice between subject groups across experiment rounds. Based on the survey questions, the MTurk subjects represented...
older, more experienced drivers from across the US. They tended to respond more strongly to the descriptions of incident severity and were more likely to comply with the targeted instructions. Apart from these differences, their driving behavior in the simulator closely resembled that of the student subject group in the lab. Although MTurk subjects were more likely to lose focus on the driving task, and start to idle during driving rounds, these subjects remained in the minority, and only needed to remove one or two subjects from the experiment due to inactivity. Increased subject distraction was inevitable when the experiment was moved from a controlled laboratory setting to remotely administered sessions where there is no direct supervision or control over the subject’s surroundings. Overall, this was manageable and did not detract significantly from the benefits of crowdsourced research.

After completing this project, running experiments online with large groups of subjects who interacted with each other in real-time learned to be a daunting task. During this process, significant time was spent (and effort) dealing with two major issues: coordination issues when starting an experiment sessions and software problems stemming from subject variability. Coordination issues at the start of sessions arose from too many workers competing for a spot in the first-come-first-serve session. Some MTurk workers would use browser scripts to automatically accept new available HIT, but do not plan to actually work on the tasks they accepted for a long time. This causes the HIT acceptance to stall and delay the experiment from start. This issue was dealt with by posting far more HIT than the number of workers that could be accommodated in an experiment and paying a “show-up fee” to excess workers who accepted the HIT. For future online experiments, it is recommended to switch to an RSVP based system to mitigate these problems. Despite best efforts in testing the software, writing clear instructions, and system requirement prescreening, approximately 5% to 10% of the test subjects would
disconnect from sessions due to crashes or bugs specific to their computing setup. In addition, workers would often “stress” the software through unpredictable behavior or concurrently doing other things on their computer while the experiment was running. This occasionally resulted in unhandled server-side exceptions, which forced the termination of entire sessions. Over time, these issues were resolved by logging detailed information on the state of the simulator for debugging purposes.

With careful planning and consideration for expected pitfalls, the MTurk marketplace and other online subject pools can be useful tools for conducting experimental research. It will allow a sample from subjects that would be otherwise impossible, impractical, or too expensive to recruit in the laboratory setting. Key to successfully running experiments online is maintaining a good relationship with the subject pool through clear communication and providing reasonable monetary compensation for subjects’ time and effort.

5. Lane Pricing

Priced lanes, such as those in Orange County, Los Angeles, and San Diego, can improve the efficiency of freeways by sorting drivers according to their travel time preferences (Small and Yan 2001, Arnott et al. 2002). Users who more highly value travel time savings were able to pay to access a lane(s) with faster service, while users with a lower VOT pay less and travel in a slower lane(s) (Small and Yan 2001). A commonly used pricing regime, known as “second-best” tolling, imposes a single toll on one set of lanes and leaves the remaining lanes un-tolled (Small and Yan 2001, Verhoef and Small 1999, Arnott et al. 2002). The toll is set to maximize social welfare of drivers, subject to the constraint of leaving some lanes free; users with a higher VOT will pay the toll and get a faster trip, while lower VOT users choose the free lanes and get a
slower trip. By providing extra time savings to those who value them the most highly, at the
cost of slower service for those who do not, second best pricing is able to improve driver
welfare relative to a freeway with all lanes untolled (Small and Yan 2001, Verhoef and Small

The extent to which welfare benefits can be achieved by second-best pricing depends in
part, on what planners know the correct distribution of the VOT of freeway users (Verhoef and
Small 1999). If the actual distribution is different from what is assumed, the price set for the toll
lane will result in a less efficient outcome. For example, if the true VOT distribution skewed
more towards a high VOT compared to what was believed, the toll would be set too low, because
it would be more efficient to have fewer vehicles in the toll lane so that the users with a very
high VOT could travel even faster. Conversely, if the true VOT distribution were flatter than
what was believed, the toll would be set too high because a more highly utilized toll lane with
only slightly faster speeds, than the rest of the freeway, would be more efficient.

Unfortunately, estimating the VOT distribution can be quite difficult. VOT can vary
dramatically across income groups, vehicle occupancies, household composition, and trip
purposes (Koppelman 2012, Wardman 1997). Even among specific individuals, VOT can change
from day to day (Parkany 1999, Sullivan 1998). Only limited survey and field data are available
for determining a VOT distribution for a particular corridor served by a high-occupancy toll
(HOT) lane, and VOT estimates can vary significantly for a specific locale based on data
collection and model specification (Koppelman 2012). Adding to the challenge is the fact that
the distribution of a VOT has been known to vary by time of day (Koppelman 2012), such as on
the HOT lanes on State Route (SR) 91 in Orange County (Sullivan), and day of week
(Koppelman 2012). Therefore, an accurate estimate of a VOT distribution would need to vary
by day and hour in each given locale. Furthermore, VOT and corresponding parameter estimates, from which they could be forecasted, vary from region to region (Koppelman 2012). A significant amount of effort to determine a VOT distribution is required anytime HOT lanes are introduced to a new area. Lastly, VOT has been shown to vary based on congestion levels (Koppelman 2012). This means that a typical VOT distribution may be invalid for HOT lane pricing during periods when non-recurring incidents or events result in local congestion; posing an additional challenge for incident management using pricing.

An alternative pricing scheme that uses Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism to determine tolls and lane assignments can obviate the need to estimate a VOT distribution by eliciting a VOT directly from subjects. This is a well-known mechanism used for efficiently allocating resources, but has not yet been applied to a transportation setting. The mechanism requires that freeway users remotely (through mobile or in-vehicle communications) provide the toll system with their VOT before reaching the toll lanes. The VOT they provide specifies how much money (in dollars per hour, rounded to the nearest dollar) they are willing to pay for travel time savings. Based on the reported VOT, drivers are assigned to the toll or free lanes in a way that maximizes welfare by minimizing the aggregate cost of travel delay. The drivers with the highest VOT will be assigned to the toll lanes, while those with the lowest VOT will be assigned to free lanes. The lane assignments will favor faster speeds in the toll lanes, so that time savings provided to those who value them most. In the first (best case) scenario, the toll would be set as the externality that each driver imposes on other drivers due to the impact of his/her bid on the lane allocation. In this case there would fast/slow lanes rather than toll/free lanes. This type of toll incentivizes each driver to accurately provide the system with their true VOT. If a driver overstates his/her VOT, this externality – and therefore the cost of the toll - will be greater than
the value of the driver’s time savings. Conversely, if a user gives a VOT that is too low, they will likely forgo travel time savings that would cost less than what he/she values them. No user is ever able to benefit by incorrectly specifying his/her VOT. In the best case, the subject would have been just as well off had they provided their true VOT.

As second-best pricing is often more politically desirable, the mechanism can also be modified so that only drivers assigned to the faster lane pay a toll. The toll is still set as the externality that drivers assigned to the toll lane impose on other drivers, which is made up of three components:

1. The congestion cost imposed on other drivers in the fast lane due to an extra user, minus the congestion benefit for drivers in the free lane due to one less user.
2. The delay cost imposed on any marginal drivers switched from the toll lanes to the free lanes due to the VOT the user provided (compared to if that user had provided a VOT of $0/hour).
3. The congestion cost imposed on other drivers in the slow lane minus the congestion benefit for other fast lane drivers due to any marginal drivers switched from the toll lanes to the free lanes due to the VOT the user provided (compared to if that user had provided a VOT of $0/hour).

In most cases, a driver assigned to the toll lane displaced a single driver, who is then sent to the free lane. As a result, components 1 and 3 cancel out, which sets the toll equal to component 2 – the delay cost for the marginal driver switched whom to the free lane. This is equivalent to a second-price auction, where each “winner” pays a price equal to the cost to the marginal “loser” for not being able to use the faster toll lane. In light of the similarity of the mechanism to an auction, this report will from here on out refer to a user providing his/her VOT as “bidding”.
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The second-best modification reduces the efficiency of the mechanism because drivers with a VOT below what would normally get them in the toll lane often have an incentive to raise their VOT. This is because such a driver will benefit if they can inflate their stated VOT and raise the average free lane VOT high enough so that another user is moved from the free lane to the toll lane – while at the same time keeping their bid low enough so that they are not switched to the toll lane.

It is typically not a strong incentive because in most cases drivers would have to raise their VOT so high to induce the switch, which would result in them becoming the ones who are switched. In addition, the prospect of being switched serves as a deterrent against much of the possible bid inflating that could occur. Simulation and experimental evidence from this project show that these perverse incentives have a very small effect on theoretical network efficiency, and an even smaller effect on actual experimental network efficiency.

As drivers approach the location where the freeway is separated into free and toll lanes, they were told through in-vehicle/mobile application which lane they were assigned. Subjects assigned to the toll lanes were charged the toll no matter which lane they chose. This removes the incentive for lower VOT users to increase free lane speeds by drastically overbidding to the point where they are assigned to the toll lane, and then staying in the free lane where they will not be charged. It also alleviates the need for enforcement of free lane assignments, since there is no reason anybody would take the slower free lanes once they were charged for toll lane access. Enforcement would still be required for the toll lanes, however, to ensure that users assigned to the free lane do not take the toll lanes instead.
5.1 Factors that may impact benefits in practice

Despite the theoretical benefits offered by lane management using a VCG mechanism, many possible factors may limit these benefits in practice. These pertain to both mechanism compliance and compatibility of the mechanism with user travel-time preferences.

Mechanism compliance: Mechanism compliance is the significant cognitive demand placed on users to understand the mechanism well-enough to both initially and persistently believe that providing their true VOT give them the best possible outcome. It is possible that subjects simply will not understand the mechanism at all, and will simply bid at random or in accordance with some other flawed heuristic. Even those with a basic understanding of the mechanism must overcome their tendency to experiment with a non-truthful VOT in an attempt to “beat the system”. The greatest test of understanding of the mechanism is that other factors will affect user outcome besides their own bids. Variation in aggregate freeway demand, incidents, and bids from other users are all factors besides a user’s owns bids that will affect that user’s lane assignment, the travel times on each set of lanes, and the toll that he/she pays. A user that attributes these variations to his/her own bid will have difficulty “learning” that bidding their true VOT is in fact optimal. They may conclude that over/under-bidding was able to provide a better outcome than truth telling, and as a result be encouraged to continue to or begin providing a non-truthful VOT in the future. Furthermore, as described earlier, constraining the mechanism to leave some lanes free provides low VOT users will slightly inflate their bids. It is unclear whether users will be able to quickly recognize and exploit this perverse incentive. It is also unclear whether drivers will fail to comply with lane assignments, despite strong incentives in place for them to do so.
Compatibility of mechanism with user preferences: Even if subjects “comply” with the mechanism with an earnest attempt to provide their true VOT, subjects may not be able to identify a singular time/money tradeoff that captures their preferences. One simple reason may be that VOT is an abstract concept that is difficult to quantify. In such a case, trial and error would be required to find something that the subject deems satisfactory. Another issue is that some circumstances travel time preferences take a non-linear form. This is most common when travelers are adhering to a fixed schedule. Subjects would be unwilling to spend money to arrive extra early to their destination, but might be willing to spend significant sums of money to arrive less late. Similarly, subjects may incur discrete urgency costs simply for being late – placing a huge premium on being on time, but making them relatively indifferent between arriving one or five minutes late. Lastly, subjects with flexibility over their departure time experience forgone utility from arriving early (could have spent more time on prior activity) or late (less time for new activity), with the minimum cost occurring from a perfect on-time arrival. In each of these cases, subjects would prefer having more control of their travel time, or a lane that provides consistent/reliable travel times, so that they do not pay for time savings, they do not need (or so that they could pay more time savings they need). A shortcoming of this mechanism is that users are unable to guarantee specific quantities of time savings; instead, they only control the ratio at which the system will trade their time for money and money for time. In relevant circumstances, nonlinearities in a VOT will cause users to struggle to specify a singular value that gives the best outcome.

5.2 Literature Review

Welfare benefits of second-best value pricing: The VCG mechanism studies for this project operates on the same principle as a second-best toll that leaves one of more lanes
unpriced, and charges users with a high VOT, a toll to use a faster lane(s). When there is significant VOT heterogeneity, such that travel delay costs for some users are much higher than those of others are, this pricing scheme is able to improve driver welfare over the case where no lanes are tolled (Small and Yan 2000, Verhoef and Small 1999, Arnott et al. 1991, Braid 1996). This pricing scheme also offers better performance than other schemes currently in effect such as profit maximization and keeping the fast lane in free flow (Small and Yan 2000).

**Toll setting made difficult due to a need to estimate a driver’s VOT:** Many studies have identified challenges associated with estimating the VOT distribution needed to set efficient prices for manages lanes. The Second Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP 2) produced the study “Improving Our Understanding of How Highway Congestion and Pricing Affect Travel Demand” (Koppelman 2012) that describes many of these issues, which are described in the introduction to the Lane Pricing section of this study.

Wardman (2004) analyzed stated preference survey results and found that a travelers’ VOT varied by income and trip purpose. Parkany (1999) found that based on revealed preference data for SR-91 users, showed that commuters chose the toll lanes for a varying subset of days of the week; drivers VOT change from day to day. Sullivan (1998) made the same observation based on the same tollway.

**Drawback to using VCG to set a single second-best toll:** The VCG mechanism can be used to minimize travel delay cost, but does address all costs associated with private transport. Small, Winston, and Yan (2005) found that drivers also value travel time reliability, which means having a route that provides consistent travel times. If there are costs to a subject arriving
early or late, reliability is important to travelers (Noland and Small 1994). Braid (1996) argued these costs formed a “v-shaped” schedule delay cost function with welfare losses associated with drivers arriving both early (due to opportunity cost of leaving sooner) and late (less time spent at productive activity); he also cited empirical evidence of this functional from Small (1982). Wardman (2004) also estimated that “late-time” is worth seven times more than typical “in-vehicle” time. Given the possibility for non-linearity in delay costs, setting lane prices based on a single linear VOT parameter may not always be appropriate. Thus, there is an argument to be made that both lane management with pricing and the analysis of lane pricing schemes should account these schedule delay costs. Furthermore, the presence of costs associated with early arrival times implies that drivers not only have preferences regarding travel delay, but also departure time. Wardman (2004) explicitly estimated these preferences, and Arnott et al. (1991) analyzed these preferences in the context of efficient toll setting (which differs from second-best value pricing).

In spite of these theorized and empirically estimated non-linearity in driver time preferences, Sullivan (1998) found that the need to be on time for a commitment (part of the V-shape) was not frequently cited among interviewed toll users as a reason for taking the toll road. Therefore the linear travel delay cost assumption is likely appropriate for many contexts.

**Empirical VOT found in field studies: many researchers have estimated VOT of actual freeway drivers.** The VOT can serve as a point of reference for comparison to a VOT estimated for experimental subjects in this project. One survey study of California SR-91 found that the VOT of toll users was 13-14 dollars per hour (Sullivan 1998), though this does not reveal much about the distribution of the VOT of freeway users, except that the median would be below
this figure. Small, Winston, and Yan (2005) found from revealed preference surveys of SR-91 users that the VOT distribution of freeway drivers is a normal (bell-shaped) distribution with a mean of $21/hour and a variance of $10/hour, while stated preference surveys find a mean of $12/hour with a variance of $13/hour. These differ significantly, but both show sufficient driver heterogeneity to justify priced lanes. Parkany (1999) identified some of the demographic factors that contribute to toll-lane usage. Among these, the probably of taking toll-lanes increased with age and with being a female.

5.3 Design/methodology

As part of this project, numerous experimental sessions were conducted to test the extent to which the aforementioned factors affect the theoretical benefits of the VCG mechanism in practice. As with other experiments done under the scope of this project, a unique computerized laboratory experiment was implemented, featuring incentivized real-time decisions on a dynamic interactive network. The network consists of a network with three lanes; eventually these lanes were separated so that one was tolled and two not tolled. Subjects traveled the network repeatedly and over multiple rounds, and they were incentivized to do so quickly. Before travelling the network, drivers specified their VOT. A VCG mechanism was then used to determine which lane each subject was assigned to, and what tolls he or she paid (if any). Any toll that a subject was charged was deducted from their starting endowment; the rest they were free to keep. To capture the dynamics of multi-driver mechanism use, subjects performed the bidding and driving phases together. This made user tolls and travel times a function of not just their own bids, but included those of all other experiment participants.

The experimental sessions were comprised of two broad types of treatments:

- Treatment type 1: Each subject was assigned a VOT
• Treatment type 2: Each subject was incentivized by their true VOT

For treatment type 1, subjects were randomly assigned a rate of earnings decreased in dollars per second. This determines how much money each subject lost per second of travel time, and was essentially his or her VOT. Subjects assigned a higher VOT had a stronger incentive to take the toll lanes, since each second they spent driving was more costly. The toll system did not “see” an assigned VOT, however, only the VOT that the subject chose to provide. Subjects who bid high enough to take the toll lanes would have had the cost of the toll deducted from their earnings. This tradeoff would have been worth it for subjects assigned a high rate of decrease, but not for those assigned a low one. All subjects left the experiment at the same time (they waited for other subjects at the end of each round), so their only incentive was to keep as much of their initial earnings as possible.

The assigned VOT ranges from 10 cents to 3 dollars per second, which creates significant heterogeneity among subjects. In terms of comparability to real $/hour VOT, these are extremely high. However, to be able to have repeated rounds over the course of an experimental session, the length of the driving task needed to be short (about a minute long, with about half that time comprised of travel in toll/free lanes). The differentials between the two lanes were typically less than 10 seconds, and thus a rate of earnings decreased by cents/dollars per second were needed to make the truth-telling incentive salient.

By assigning subjects a VOT, it was possible to observe whether they provide their true VOT for the mechanism. It was also possible to observe the cost that they incur for not doing so. This type of treatment serves to answer the following questions:

• Truth telling: Do drivers provide a truthful VOT that matches the rate at which their earnings decrease? What factors lead to more (or less) truthful bidding?
• **Welfare:** Do losses in driver welfare due to providing a wrong VOT exceed efficiency losses from a standard toll that guesses at a VOT distribution?

• **Resiliency:** Is a truthful VOT reporting robust to changes in VOT assignment, as well as road condition changes?

• **Learning:** Do drivers learn a truthful VOT reporting?

• **Second-best implementation:** Do subjects exploit the incentive that exists for low-VOT drivers to inflate their bids, since the slow lanes are kept free?

• **Lane assignment:** Do subjects take the set of lanes to which they were assigned?

For half the treatments, subjects VOT changed twice during the experiment. This tested whether subjects understood the mechanism well enough to change their bids accordingly, or whether they simply learned through trial and error. The capacity of the free lanes also changed once during the experiment, which affected tolls and lane allocations. This tested whether subjects had the discipline to keep bidding their true VOT despite shifts in their travel times, tolls, and possibly lane assignments. For the remaining treatments, subjects VOT changed only once and there was no change in capacity. This allowed for better observation of long-term learning. Lastly, the instructions were modified between treatments to test how varying the amount, and type of information about the mechanism to subjects, affected the way that they bid.

For treatment type 2, subjects’ earnings did not decrease with time. Instead, subjects left the experiment as they finish their driving tasks. Subjects in these treatments did not travel the freeway together; computer-controlled vehicles took the place of other subjects. This allowed subjects to complete the experiment at their own pace instead of waiting on others each round. As with the prior types of treatment, those who bid high enough to be assigned to the priced lanes would have the toll deducted from their initial endowment. Thus, subjects balanced their
innate desire to leave the experiment sooner (spending less time driving) against their desire to not spend money on tolls. In this case, a subject VOT was however much money they were willing to spend to leave sooner. Subjects who were in more of a hurry to leave the experiment would find this tradeoff worth it, while those who were in less of a hurry would not. Although subjects did not travel the road together, in many treatments the mechanism uses the bids from all subjects (even if they are not sharing the same roadway) to determine tolls and lane assignments. In a sense, each user’s VOT was “assigned” to computer-controlled vehicles sharing the road with every other user. This preserves the dynamic aspect of bidding with the VCG mechanism.

The length of the network was significantly lengthened and the lanes were made significantly more congestible to increase the length of the rounds. This created much more noticeable differences between travel times in the toll lanes and free lanes, and as a result, was suitable for subjects to provide their VOT in dollars per hour rather dollars per second. A subject who provided a VOT of $0 / hour each round would take about 40 minutes in total to complete every round, while a subject who provided a VOT of $40 / hour (the max allowed) would take about 10 minutes to complete all rounds.

This type of treatment serves to answer the following questions:

- Did the mechanism elicit a plausible VOT from the subjects?
- Did a subject’s elicited VOT fluctuate, drift, or remain stable? (reflects ability of subjects to know their innate VOT)
- Is the elicited VOT robust to changing experimental conditions?
- Do subjects also desire travel time reliability?
- Are users satisfied with the mechanism?
Some treatment types used a first-best VCG that priced all lanes, in order to test effects on bidding and subject satisfaction with the mechanism. Other sessions changed the units of the bidding from dollars per hour to cents per minute to see if bidding was affected. Another variant provided feedback that told subjects how their toll and travel time would have changed if they had chosen a different VOT. This information was shown for a counterfactual VOT both above and below one they reported, with the goal of both reducing the need for bid experimentation and also to help disentangle the effect on a user’s outcomes from changing his/her own VOT versus the effect from other subjects changing their VOT. Lastly, some treatments gave subjects the option to pay extra money before departing; this would greatly improve the odds of being assigned to the lane they chose. This accommodated time/money preferences that go beyond a simple linear relationship. Subjects could choose extra time savings, or extra money savings, without having to over-report or under-report their VOT.

For all treatments, each session began with a presentation of instructions that explain the experiment and the VCG mechanism. Subjects then participated in two practice rounds where earnings did not count. The practice rounds familiarized subjects with inputting their VOT, receiving lane assignment instructions, choosing the correct lane, and driving to the end goal. Afterwards subjects began the main rounds, where the same process was repeated either 10 or 13 times, depending on the treatment. Lastly, subjects complete a post-experiment questionnaire. This survey solicits subject demographics, explanations for how bids were chosen, feedback about the mechanism, and other lifestyle information that may have affected how subjects bid.
5.4 Results

5.4.1 Results for treatments with an assigned VOT

A straightforward finding from the experiments was that subjects had minimal issues with complying with lane assignments.

Non-compliance occurred one percent of the time, decreasing as the experiment progressed. As expected, it was more common for subjects to take the toll lane when assigned to the free lanes, rather than vice versa. While most compliance was probably due to subjects’ attempts to exploit the system (since it occurred more at the beginning of the sessions), some non-compliance was likely due to subjects experiencing difficulty moving into the correct lane (which many subjects stated in the post experiment questionnaire).

One of the most significant findings from the assigned-VOT treatments was that subjects frequently did not bid their true VOT. The differences between true and stated VOT varied
depending on the scenario examined. Three different scenarios were examined for each experimental session; each scenario is comprised of a specific subset of rounds intended to assess the results from a different perspective. The three different sets of rounds are summarized in the chart below, and then described in the following paragraph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of VOT re-assignments</th>
<th>Number of road capacity changes</th>
<th>Comparable between different experiment sessions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First four rounds</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven rounds</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire session</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 5: Summary of Differences between the Various Sets of Rounds That Were Examined*

For the **first four rounds**, subjects were given a unique VOT (payment depreciation rate) which did not change. This was the most straightforward scenario for testing the mechanism. It gives pessimistic perspective on misbidding because it includes the very first rounds (giving subjects less time to learn), but an optimistic perspective because there were no changes to VOT or road conditions. The first four rounds were comparable between all sessions. The **seven rounds scenario** included the first four rounds, and the first three rounds that occurred after the first time that each subject’s VOT was reassigned. This scenario incorporated a measure of how well subjects truly understood the mechanism, since subjects who learned to bid truthfully through simple reinforcement learning rather than mechanism understanding would likely fail to adjust their bids in response to a change in VOT. This scenario was also comparable between all experimental sessions. The **full session** scenario includes every round run for a given session. It included multiple VOT reassignments and (for some treatments) a
change in the freeway congestion levels towards the end of the session (for some treatments). It allowed for a comprehensive look at subject performance, but was not comparable between sessions because after the first VOT shift, the number of rounds, VOT shifts, and congestion changes were not consistent between the different sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session*</th>
<th>Quality of the pre-experiment explanation of the following topics:</th>
<th>Magnitude difference between bids and actual VOTs for the following sets of rounds (in $/second):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanism</td>
<td>Truth-telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*note: Session 1 was a control, which used a standard toll rather than a VCG mechanism. Thus, it is not included in the misbidding results table.

Table 6: Comparison of Subject Misbidding by Session and Scenario

Misbidding ranged from $0.48/second to $0.74/second with no VOT shifts (no changes in subjects’ payment depreciation rate), and from $0.55/second to $0.79/second when a VOT shift was included. The average possible misbidding was $3.00, so a difference of $0.60 constitutes a substantial 20% deviation. It is apparent that the amount of effort dedicated to describing both the importance of accurate VOT reporting and the concept of VOT reduced the amount of misbidding in experimental sessions. This was expected, because the toll system was complicated and additional information could help to reduce the cognitive burden on subjects. Paradoxically, explaining the mechanism in more detail without increasing the detail of the truth telling and VOT aspects of the system increased the amount of misbidding. This was perhaps due to a false confidence in subjects of understanding the mechanism well enough to try to beat the system. Not all misbidding related to understanding of the experiment was relevant to real
practice. Many subjects likely struggled to grasp the concept of an assigned VOT, and failed to internalize the payment depreciation rate as their VOT. Evidence of this comes from the fact that intra-subject variation in bids was much more substantial in assigned VOT treatments than in the real VOT treatments. In other words, subjects experimented more when their VOT was assigned. As assigned VOT has no real world bearing however, and so confusion about the concept would not be a source of mechanism inefficiency in practice.

There was significant variation between subjects for misbidding that occurred. The chart above shows that many subjects bid within 25 cents/second of their true VOT on average, while slightly more misbid by a dollar/second on average. The most common amount of average misbidding was 25 to 50 cents/second.

Figure 21: Frequency of different magnitudes of subject misbidding

There was significant variation between subjects for misbidding that occurred. The chart above shows that many subjects bid within 25 cents/second of their true VOT on average, while slightly more misbid by a dollar/second on average. The most common amount of average misbidding was 25 to 50 cents/second.
Many other factors also affected the degree to which subjects provided VOT that matched their payment depreciation rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor affecting VOT reporting accuracy</th>
<th>Effect on misbidding magnitude ($/sec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not having a U.S. driver’s license</td>
<td>+ 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never encountered a variable message sign</td>
<td>+ 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult Major</td>
<td>- 0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 7: Factors affecting subject VOT reporting accuracy*

Not having a US driver’s license was correlated with a 12 cent/second increase in the magnitude of misbidding. One possible reason for this was that these subjects are international students. If their English proficiency was lower on average than domestic students were, then they might have had a weaker understanding of the pre-experiment explanation of the toll system.

Never having encountered a variable message sign was correlated with a 14 cent/second increase in the magnitude of misbidding. This variable seems to be a proxy for having driven on a freeway before. It was unclear why experience on a freeway would affect the propensity of a subject to provide an accurate VOT.

Regardless of the reasons, both groups would be unlikely to encounter the mechanism in real life. Therefore, omitting subjects with no license who would not drive on freeways yields a more optimistic assessment of the willingness of subjects to provide their true VOT. Doing so changes the range of the magnitude of the different between true and stated to $0.22/second to $0.48/second for rounds with no VOT shifts, or about 12% on average of the possible magnitude of the error.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attitude</th>
<th>Effect on misbidding magnitude ($/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toll lane was slow</td>
<td>+ 0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 8: Self-reported subject attitudes associated with misbidding*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Effect on misbidding magnitude ($/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gibberish explanation of bidding</td>
<td>+ 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always avoided toll</td>
<td>+ 0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial and error bidding approach</td>
<td>+ 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid a multiple of true VOT</td>
<td>+ 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomly chose bids</td>
<td>+ 0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 9: Self-reported bidding strategies associated with misbidding (vs. ideal bidding strategy)*

Many attitudes and bidding strategies were significantly correlated with misbidding. Of those, always trying to avoid toll road (regardless of VOT) and randomly choosing bids (no understanding of mechanism) were the most important. The signs of the variables were all in agreement with intuition.

Although an obvious indicator of mechanism performance, the magnitude of the VOT deviations do not tell the full story. Usually a subject misbidding does not result in any changes to his/her toll or travel time unless it causes the subject to be assigned to a different lane than if they had provided a truthful VOT. For example, going from $2.00 to $3.00 per second will likely not affect the subject, but going from $1.00 to $2.00 per second likely will because the cutoff to take the toll lane was usually a VOT between $1.00 and $2.00 per second). Subjects do not have strong incentives to provide their true VOT. The graph below shows the relationship between a subject’s average misbidding, and average experiment earnings, after controlling a subject’s average payment depreciation rate. This is done because subjects have a slightly higher earnings potential when their payment depreciation rate was higher (it was too difficult to perfectly calibrate the starting endowment and rate of decrease to make payouts equal for everyone).
Figure 22: Relationship between misbidding and earnings, controlling for assigned VOT

It was clear that on average subjects would lose more money the more they misbid. However, it was possible for subjects to improve their payout without significantly reducing misbidding as long (as previously described), as long as they could ensure they were assigned to the correct lane. Furthermore, misbidding often cancels out in aggregate. For example, if one person with a VOT of $0.50 bids $0.00/second and another bids $1.00/second, there will likely be no net effect on the system even though the two subjects misbid by $0.50/second on average.

Therefore, it is more informative to observe what the aggregate loss from driver welfare due to misbidding was. It was clear from the graph below that the correspondence is not one-to-one, which if true would appear as a straight line.
The session with the most amount of misbidding was in the middle of the pack for efficiency loss; demonstrate the need to look at overall driver welfare. The simplest way of doing so was to assume that the only relevant welfare measure was travel delay cost. This was computed as the sum of each driver’s VOT multiplied by the amount of travel time spent reaching his or her destination. Another way welfare could be measured would also consider toll expenditures (for example, did subjects overpay for time savings in some cases?). Incorporating tolls into the analysis was much more complicated, however, because it depends on the way that toll revenue was allocated.

When assessing efficiency loss from aggregate travel delay cost due to misbidding, the system must be looked at as a whole. This was because misbidding can affect not only the subject doing so, but other subjects as well. A single subject misbidding could result in too many / too few drivers assigned to the toll lane (which affects all drivers), or could result in another subject being “bumped” from the toll lane to the free lanes. This could be done by comparing the minimum aggregate travel delay cost possible to the aggregate delay cost actually
achieved by subjects. The minimum travel delay cost was what would have been obtained if the system knew everyone’s exact VOT and assigned everybody to the correct lane. The actual delay cost was determined by the mechanism’s lane assignments based on VOTs reported by subjects. When subjects misbid, the mechanism makes sub-optimal lane assignments resulting in higher travel delay costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Quality of the pre-experiment explanation of the following topics:</th>
<th>Efficiency loss from mechanism for the following sets of rounds (measured as % increase in travel delay cost above optimal):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mechanism</td>
<td>Truth-telling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
<td>Detailed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 10: Mechanism efficiency loss by scenario and treatment type*

The chart above shows the welfare impacts associated with the VCG mechanism due to subjects misbidding. Depending on the scenario examined, providing incorrect VOT increased the delay costs of drivers on the road anywhere from 1.3 % to 3.5 %. When looking at only the first four rounds, the lowest range of efficiency losses were found (1.3% to 2.4%), while the highest were found for the seven-round sample (1.9% to 3.5%). As with misbidding, the pre-experiment information provided to subjects had an impact on efficiency losses. Losses were lowest when detailed information about the mechanism, importance of bidding truthfully, and concept of VOT were provided.
These efficiency losses are put in better context by comparing them to travel delay costs in the absence of the VCG mechanism. With no pricing mechanism at all, travel delay costs only increase by 3%. This means that for samples of rounds that included VOT shifts, the misbidding was extensive enough to where there was no point in having priced lanes at all. For both sessions with thorough pre-experiment instructions, however, the mechanism was still always beneficial.

The VCG mechanism’s performance can be put into further perspective by comparing it to the issue it was intended to fix – efficiency losses with second-best value pricing due operators setting the toll based on incorrect assumptions about a users’ VOT. Simulations can be used to estimate these losses based on various assumptions about planners’ ability to know the true VOT of drivers. These simulated scenarios were compared to an ideal case, where planners know every driver’s VOT perfectly, and then set the ideal second-best value-pricing toll. The simulation assumes that drivers always know to choose the toll if it is worth it to them and choose the correct lane.

Two value-pricing scenarios were considered. In one type of scenario, planners knew the correct distribution of drivers VOT for a certain set of conditions, but did not know the assortment of drivers VOT at any given time. In this scenario, the simulated “planners” know that drivers VOT will come from a uniform distribution between .1 and 2.4 dollars per second, which matches the payment depreciation rates assigned to subjects in the VCG experiment. The second-best toll was set according to the expected value of the distribution, and the “coin flip” is 39 draws from that distribution which determines the actual VOT of simulated drivers. If the sample produces a set subject VOT that perfectly matches the expected assortment, then the ex-ante toll set by planners ends up being optimal, and there is no efficiency loss. If the sample of a
VOT is non-representative of the underlying distribution, however, then the ex-ante toll will be suboptimal; a better toll could have been set had operators known the true set of subjects VOT. To determine the efficiency loss that results from this sampling error, the travel delay cost given the ex-ante toll was compared to the travel delay cost possible with the toll that would have been set had the true subjects VOT been known perfectly. These samples were taken dozens of times and the subsequent efficiency loss calculations were averaged together over all the samples. It is important to note that these efficiency losses from sampling are sensitive to the number of drivers thought to be affected by any one driver’s lane assignment. The higher this number was the lower efficiency losses from sampling would have been, simply by virtue of increasing the sample size. The amount of driver interdependency was determined by complex traffic dynamics that were beyond the scope of this project; it was assumed each vehicle affects 38 other vehicles in order to match the dynamic from the experimental sessions (which were constrained to 39 subjects).

In another second-best toll scenario, planners knew the correct shape of the VOT distribution (uniform), but they were incorrect about the mean of that distribution by a fixed percentage. Efficiency losses were higher in this scenario, since it was almost guaranteed that a set of drivers VOT would not match the expected value of the incorrect distribution. Obviously the further off the sample mean was from the true mean, the higher the resulting efficiency loss would be. This scenario did not depend nearly as heavily on the amount of vehicles that interact in the freeway system.
The chart below shows the increase in travel delay loss associated with various scenarios for both the “standard” second-best toll and the VCG mechanism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efficiency loss measured as % increase in travel delay cost above optimal</th>
<th>VCG Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Standard” second-best toll for following scenarios:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT guesses from correct distribution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct shape of VOT distribution, but mean is off by 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 %</td>
<td>1.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7 %</td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best case No VOT shift</td>
<td>1.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst case No VOT shift</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 11: Efficiency loss comparison between for “standard” and VCG tolling*

The chart shows that even in the best case, the VCG mechanism is less efficient than a second-best toll when operators perfectly know the underlying distribution of subject VOT. This means that the subjects in the VCG experiments misbid to a great enough extent that the mechanism was unable to make up for random variation in a subject's VOT that reduce efficiency in second-best value pricing schemes. If the correct distribution was not known within 10% of the true mean, however, the VCG mechanism could be more efficient than second-best pricing. In this case, increase in travel delay resulting from misbidding with the VCG mechanism does not offset the efficiency loss from planners setting a single toll using second-best pricing. Even when operators set a toll based on a distribution with a mean estimate off by 10%, the VCG mechanism was not always superior. The worst case for the VCG mechanism, where the mechanism was not well explained to subjects – was only superior to the second-best toll when planners estimated the mean incorrectly by 25% or more. Although 25% seems high, however given how difficult estimating a VOT distribution in practice is, this was not an unlikely scenario.
The experimental VCG results would be even more favorable if the welfare calculation was restricted to subjects with driver’s licenses. Subjects without a license misbid significantly more than other subjects. These subjects did not represent drivers on the road, and thus should not be included in analysis. These subjects and their outcomes cannot simply be dropped from the analysis, since their bidding also affected the travel times of other drivers.

Learning

These experiments reveal mixed results regarding learning effects for subjects to provide their true VOT. In the first four rounds, before any VOT shifts, the magnitude of misbidding was reduced by only 8%. Efficiency improves slightly more over that interval, but still by only 12%.

![Figure 24: Trend in subject misbidding over first four rounds](graph.png)

*Figure 24: Trend in subject misbidding over the first four rounds (averaged across each treatment)*
It was not determined why subjects failed to learn to bid their true VOT at a faster rate. One possibility is that many subjects never understood that choosing their payment depreciate rate as their VOT was the best strategy for them, and instead experimented with their bid throughout the round to try to find the best outcome. Due to the nature of the mechanism and the driving dynamics in the experiment, reinforcement learning of this kind would have been difficult for subjects. Changes in the bids of other subjects, as well as random slowdowns that occurred to subjects’ switches, created stochasticity in the tolls and travel times experienced by subjects each round. The resulting fluctuations in subjects’ payouts created a “noisy signal” that obscured the relationship between a subject’s bid and his/her payout in a given round. In some cases it appeared as though some subjects learned to misbid after instances of misbidding coincided with favorable lane switching dynamics that gave them a better payout. This conjecture was supported by results from an experimental session when lane assignments were given to subjects sooner, in order to reduce the extent to which subjects interfered with one another in trying to change lanes. This in turn reduced the stochasticity in travel times.

*Figure 25: Trend in efficiency loss over the first four rounds (averaged across each treatment)*
experienced by subjects each round. As a result, learning over the first four rounds occurred more quickly.

![Figure 26: Trend in efficiency loss over the first four rounds of treatment with easy lane-switching](image)

Over the first four rounds, efficiency losses were reduced by 30% when travel times varied less due to lane switching issues. The discrepancy between learning with and without costly lane changes highlights a unique challenge posed by transportation applications of this mechanism. Random variability in travel times due to arbitrary non-congestion slow downs can obscure the relationships between a subject’s bid and outcome. However, this issue will be less prevalent in the real world than the experiment, because the experiment has a higher VOT than what is realistic. Therefore, each random slowdown was more costly in the experiment.

Learning plays a much more prominent role in subject bidding behavior once experimental conditions change. When subjects are assigned a new VOT and when the capacity of the free lanes change, misbidding temporarily increases significantly. Subjects quickly learn
to bid closer to their true VOT after this initial shock. The graph below illustrates learning after the first time a subject’s VOT were reassigned.

![Graph showing trend in welfare loss over the first three rounds following VOT reassignment](image)

*Figure 27: Trend in efficiency loss over the first three rounds following VOT re-assignment*

In this circumstance, efficiency loss was reduced by 35% over three rounds as subjects adjust to the VOT reassignment.

**Resiliency**

Preliminary findings show mixed evidence regarding the resiliency of the mechanism to changing capacity conditions. This aspect of the mechanism's performance was indicative of its ability to be used in incident management contexts.

In two of three instances, the magnitude of subject misbidding was completely unaffected. These sessions are shown below:
This is encouraging, because it demonstrates that even in adverse conditions the mechanism continues to work just as well. Trying to estimate a VOT for a standard second-best toll in these conditions, however, would likely be more difficult - making the VCG a superior option.
In one of three sessions, misbidding increased after the shift in road capacity.

Figure 30: Average magnitude of misbidding before and after road capacity shift (session 3)

This shift was problematic, because it reflected shaky trust in / understanding of the mechanism by the subjects. After tolls, travel times, and lane allocations changed due to the capacity decrease, subjects “panicked” and began to experiment with a new VOT.

The road capacity shifts were implemented as part of the three treatments for which the least amount of mechanism/VOT explanation was provided. Therefore, although the capacity shift affected subject misbidding in one of the three sessions, this should be considered a worst case finding that would likely improve had the subjects been provided with better pre-experiment information?

The welfare analysis, which was a true measure of the impact of capacity shifts, was forthcoming. Although efficiency losses increase after the loss of free lane capacity, this was likely because the differential between the toll and free lane increases, misbidding becomes more costly. One must therefore put these increased efficiency losses in context by comparing it to standard second-best tolling efficiency losses given the same capacity loss.
Analysis of performance affects from implementing the VCG mechanism as a second-best solution

There were no significant drawbacks to the VCG mechanism associated with implementing it as a second-best solution, where only the fast lane was tolled. The table below shows the efficiency losses incurred by restricting the slow lanes to be free. The row headings differentiate between three efficiency-loss metrics analyzed. The column headings differentiate between combinations of three distinct VOT distributions tested in the analysis and two distinct free-lane road capacities tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>VOT array 1 Capacity array 1</th>
<th>VOT array 2 Capacity array 1</th>
<th>VOT array 3 Capacity array 1</th>
<th>VOT array 3 Capacity array 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incentivized Efficiency Loss in equilibrium</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst possible non-disincentivized efficiency loss in equilibrium</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental efficiency loss</td>
<td>&lt;.2%</td>
<td>&lt;.2%</td>
<td>&lt;.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 12: Summary of efficiency losses from leaving slow lane untolled*

1) Incentivized efficiency loss in equilibrium

Although in theory leaving the slow lanes unpriced could create slight incentives for low VOT to inflate their bids, these incentives were typically not present given experimental parameters. This was tested by simulating the experiment in the case where every subject truthfully provided a VOT that was equal to his or her payment depreciation rate. Next, instances were identified where a subject could increase their earnings by stating a VOT that was
higher than their payment depreciation rate. Only one experimental scenario out of provided such an opportunity. Exploiting this opportunity increases the social cost of travel delay by 1%. Obviously, in the other cases, there was a 0% increase since there was no opportunity. This constitutes what theoretical efficiency losses due to the second-best implementation would be in equilibrium. On average, these losses were .25%. To put this loss in perspective, it was equal to approximately 1/5th of the best-case efficiency loss when using a standard toll. Therefore, in theory, the second-best implementation was not a deal-breaker for the VCG. Furthermore, for these losses to be manifested, however, subjects would need to identify and exploit these opportunities.

2) Worst possible non-disincentivized efficiency loss in equilibrium

Although in most cases subjects did not have an individual incentive to inflate their bid, there was also no disincentive for them to inflate their bid. Thus in the worst case of every low VOT increasing their bid up until the very point where they would be switched to the toll lane, it was possible for further efficiency losses to occur. This worst case, which corresponds to every free-lane user bidding the maximum possible VOT that still lets them use the free lane, was simulated. It was found that for every scenario but one, efficiency losses due to extra users on the toll lane would equal between .5% and 1%. On average, this loss was equal to .625%. To put this loss in perspective, it was equal to approximately 1/2th of the best-case efficiency loss when using a standard toll. Thus even in the worst possible case, the second-best implementation of the VCG was still beneficial, but half the benefits were eroded. This worst case was almost impossible to be achieved in practice. There was virtually no way subjects would know exactly where the toll lane cutoff would be, and attempting to do so would almost
certainly end up with them frequently being assigned to the toll lane (which would make them worse off).

3) Experimental efficiency loss

It was not possible to determine the social cost of using the second-best implementation of the VCG in practice, because no sessions were run for assigned-VOT treatments that used an implementation where all users (even those in the slow-lane) were charged. The best estimate from the available data was obtained by identifying the average bid-inflation of experimental low VOT users, and identifying what welfare losses this amount of bid-inflation would cause if all other subjects were to bid their true VOT. The average experimental bid inflation was about 15 cents per second, or 20% of the average free lane VOT. This amount of bid inflation never increased overall travel delay cost by more than .2% when simulated. Furthermore, overbidding was just as prevalent among high-VOT users who had no incentive to do so. Lastly, there were only a handful of instances where subjects who had an incentive to inflate their bid actually did. Therefore being constrained to the second-best implementation poses minor theoretical efficiency concerns for the VCG, and negligible practical ones. This shows that the mechanism was compatible with the desire of planners to leave one set of lanes unpriced.

5.4.2 Results for Treatments with Real Subjects VOT

The results that follow were for treatments where subjects completed the experiment at their own pace. The sooner they finish their driving tasks, the sooner they have to leave. Thus, their own personal VOT was relevant to their tradeoffs between paying tolls and saving travel time.
Plausibility

The average VOT of subjects ranged from 8-12 dollars per hour depending on the treatment. This could not be directly compared to empirical studies of SR-91 users, which found the average VOT of $12-13/hour (stated preference) and $21/hour (revealed preference). The reason was that the SR-91 study samples a representative group of toll-road users, while the sample for these treatments were limited to students. The students will likely have lower average incomes, and more importantly were participating in experimental sessions that typically pay $15/hour. In light of these factors, the experimental VOT elicited by the mechanism seemed reasonable. The VOT was below the real-world toll road VOT as expected, and below what subjects were being paid per hour for participating in experiments.

Some individual subjects made seemingly irrational bids. These subjects bid well over $20 dollars on average, which did not make economic sense given that subjects only make 15 dollars per hour on average (and therefore had implicitly indicated that they value their time less than that).

Figure 31: Distribution of Subjects’ Average VOT Elicited from a Second-best VCG Mechanism
The above figure shows the distribution of elicited bids for two types of “real VOT” treatments; one type used a second-best modification of the VCG mechanism described earlier in the report, and the other used a full “first-best” VCG where drivers in any lane may be charged – even the slow lanes (fast-lane users will still be charged more).

**Figure 32: Distribution of Subjects’ Average VOT Elicited from a First-best VCG Mechanism**

When comparing the two distributions, there are no obvious difference between the first-best and second-best implementation of the VCG mechanism. Both have roughly the same shape, and the same mean of $10/hour.

Both treatments also have some subjects make unreasonably high bids and an unusually high frequency of near-zero bids. Possible reasons for this unusual bidding behavior were confusion about the mechanism (specifically the relationship between bids and tolls paid / time saved), boredom, or the inability of the mechanism to accommodate true time preferences as a single linear VOT. To elaborate on the last reason - if subjects wanted to ensure that they were given access to the toll lane to meet some sort of deadline, they would not be able to guarantee
this by bidding their true VOT, since their lane assignment depended on the VOT of other subjects as well. They could only come close to guaranteeing a toll assignment by bidding significantly higher than their true VOT.

Evidence supporting mechanism confusion was proven when extra feedback was provided, subject bids looked much more sensible. The figure below shows that when subjects were given feedback about impact of their bid, and hypothetical outcomes had they bid differently, abnormally high bids were somewhat less prevalent and extreme. The share of near-zero bids also became more sensible.

![Subject VOTs for VCG paired with feedback](image)

*Figure 33: Distribution of Subjects’ Average VOT Elicited from a VCG paired with feedback*

The feedback likely accomplished this by both removing the need for subjects to experiment with different bids, and also by making the relationship between bids and toll / lane assignments much more clear to subjects.
Evidence for the inability of the mechanism to accommodate true time preferences as a single linear VOT as a cause for unrealistic elicited VOT is quite strong. The figure below shows that when subjects were given the option to pay extra money to greatly increase the odds of being assigned to their preferred lanes, bidding anomalies were essentially eliminated.

![Figure 34: Distribution of Subjects’ Average VOT Elicited from a VCG paired with option to pay for reliability](image)

Instances of abnormally high bids decreased dramatically, as did the share of near-zero bids. This indicates a desire for "reliability" the simple VCG mechanism does not accommodate. Thus, the VCG mechanism may not be appropriate for all users and contexts.

**VOT Stability**

Ideally, subjects' VOT would not fluctuate much. This would indicate that subjects quickly grasp the mechanism and can immediately identify their own VOT. It also would
indicate that a single linear VOT was suitable for subjects throughout the duration of the experimental session (Individual VOT shifts following a trend might indicate VOT non-linearity.

The average VOT tended upward slightly for every treatment except the treatment where one can pay for reliability. The figures below shows examples of this.

![Figure 35: Trend in average subject VOT over time - typical pattern (Session 10)](image1)

![Figure 36: Trend in average subject VOT over time for VCG paired with reliability option](image2)
The upward trend in subjects VOT for most treatments might be due to boredom, regret, or subjects not understanding their true VOT right off the bat. Boredom was shown to be a significant factor determining subject bids, and would make sense that boredom would increase over time.

Another sign of VOT instability was the presence of significant volatility in the reported VOT for some subjects. The post-experiment questionnaire responses might suggest that subjects need a “break-in” period to familiarize themselves with the mechanism and understand what their own VOT should be.

**Mechanism satisfaction**

Subjects’ satisfaction with the toll system in the various experiment treatments ranged from 70 – 100% saying they liked it. Further study of the questionnaire is required to understand what leads to subject dissatisfaction. Factors mentioned in the post-experiment questionnaire were opposition to toll systems in general, uncertainty of travel times, and being charged to use the slow lanes (for first-best treatments). The large majority of subjects did not express regret at the VOT they chose, i.e. they did not wish they had chosen a higher or a lower VOT when the experiment was over.

The table below shows how self-reported mechanism satisfaction varied with the type of experimental session subjects participated in.
Perhaps subjects like a cents/minute VOT, and, the option to pay for reliability. Further analysis is required to control for other factors, and to explore reasons for subjects’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

**Factors affecting subject bids**

Gender: Being male was associated with a VOT that was roughly $1.75/hour lower (statistically significant at 10% level). The sign was consistent with the finding in Parkany (1999) that female drivers were more likely to use toll lanes.

Ethnicity: Compared to subjects identifying as white or “Asian” (specifically using the word “Asian”, suggesting a domestic student), subjects that identified as Hispanic/Latino/Latina chose a VOT that was $2.50 higher on average (statistically significant at 10% level). The reason for this was unclear.
Schedule: A subject’s schedule strongly determined the VOT he or she chose. The base case was a subject who said they were essentially committed to staying at the experimental for the entire schedule duration (e.g., has to wait around for a ride). This base case should be associated with a very low VOT. By comparison, subjects who either mentioned nothing or said they had class / office hours had an average VOT that was $4/hour higher (statistically significant at the 5% level). Subjects who mentioned a deadline or something important to do later had a VOT that was $10/hour higher on average (statistically significant at the 5% level). This was a good check of a VOT elicited by the mechanism. This strongly corresponds with intuition.

Toll History: Given a past real-world opportunity to have taken a toll lane, those who reported ever having actually chosen the toll lane reported a VOT of $3/hour higher than those who hadn’t (statistically significant at the 5% level). This was another verification that confirms the intuition. Those who have used toll lanes in real life should have a higher VOT.

License: Subjects with a driver’s license had a statistically significant increase in reported VOT of over $4/hour. It is unclear why this is the case. Although increased mobility increases the opportunity cost of participating in the experiment, many members of the younger generation are able to use ride-sharing services rather than drive themselves and thus do not need to get a license.
Age: Subjects older than the age of a typical undergrad reported a VOT of over $3/hour higher on average. This was not statistically significant. However, this matches the Parkany (1999) finding that age increased the probability of choosing the toll lane.

Boredom: In a separate regression, subjects who reported being bored also chose a VOT that was about $4/hour higher on average (statistically significant at the 1% level). This is another indication that an elicited VOT matched intuition.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

The experimental tests of a VCG mechanism used to manage priced lanes revealed that there were significant disparities between the theoretical and realized benefits of the mechanism. The theoretical benefit of the mechanism was that operators would not need to guess the VOT of freeway users in order to set a toll, and could avoid efficiency losses that result due to errors in the VOT being estimated. This disparity between theory and practice mainly stems from the fact that subjects often do not truthfully/accurately provide their VOT for the mechanism, despite being incentivized to do so.

The discrepancies between subjects’ truthful and reported VOT reduced the performance of the VCG mechanism to a level below that of a perfectly implemented second-best toll, which corresponds to what, is currently implemented on freeways. In other words, by the most conservative measure, the VCG did more harm than the problem it was intended to solve. For the more realistic scenarios, where operators/planners do not correctly know the true parameters of the distribution of drivers VOT, the VCG mechanism performed better. Therefore, the VCG
mechanism could likely improve toll lane performance relative to the standard second-best tolls currently being implemented.

Much of the misbidding by subjects stemmed from a lack of understanding of how the mechanism works. To this end, it was encouraging those greater efforts to explain the mechanism to subjects before the experiment resulted in significantly better performance. Therefore, significant efforts to educate potential users should be made if such a mechanism were to be implemented in the future.

Experimental results from treatments that elicited an actual VOT from subjects, show that the VCG mechanism was well-enough understood to elicit a sensible VOT. Furthermore, most subjects reported being satisfied with the mechanism and reported feeling confident in their ability to know and provide their true VOT.

Some subjects, however, provided an unrealistic VOT that was far too high. This is evidence that the mechanism does not work well for everyone. Abnormal bidding behavior was somewhat reduced by providing detailed feedback to drivers after every round, and was greatly reduced by a adding a feature that allowed gave subjects more certainty in their travel times. More certainty was facilitated by giving subjects the option to pay extra money to influence which lane they were assigned to, without having to modify the VOT they provided. This feature was not actually a part of the mechanism, but rather supplemented it. Drivers gave bids that are more plausible and were more satisfied with the mechanism when given this option. The positive response to this modification was strong evidence that a single linear VOT – which was the only time preference parameter that lane-assignment and toll setting was based on for the mechanism – was insufficient to capture all the time preferences of drivers. This was especially true when drivers have scheduling constraints that are more salient than a simple trade-off
between time and money. Future work will focus on whether the VCG mechanism itself can accommodate these extra preferences for travel time certainty.
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